RIVERSIDE CAPITAL STUDENT HOUSING PORTFOLIO
SMARTER, SAFER, BETTER

Riverside Capital’s latest investment opportunity seeks
to take advantage of a gap in the student housing market.
By transforming unloved, poorly managed student houses
into desirable, good quality student homes backed by a
professional service, we aim to generate higher income
and create a portfolio with strong capital growth potential.
The portfolio will comprise approximately
30 student houses in strategic
locations that are underpinned by
strong fundamentals. Currently income
producing, each house will have a gross
yield on purchase of at least 7%. Active
asset management and refurbishment will
mean that properties can command rents
20% higher in the immediate term, with
a targeted gross yield as high as 10% in
four years’ time.
Creating a portfolio of scale means that,
upon exit, each house is likely to command
a higher price per property than each
single property might alone. Institutional
investors, in particular, are increasingly
attracted by the rising income streams
offered by student accommodation.
Base case projected returns are 10%
annualised over the four-year term of
the investment.
Equity investment is available from
£25,000. The closing date for the equity
investment is 14 December 2018.
Realising the potential in
student houses
Existing student houses will be
refurbished, transforming them into
accommodation that students will be
proud to call home and willing to pay
higher rents to live in.
Well designed and with good quality
fixtures and fittings, each house will be
professionally managed, providing a far

superior living experience to standard
student houses which are often let and
run by unprofessional landlords and can
be in very poor states of repair.
Active asset management will seek to
unlock further income potential through
the creation of extra bedrooms / social
space / additional bathrooms.
Locations chosen to maximise returns
Each selected city contains a prestigious,
Russell Group university, as well as other
universities. Student populations in each
location are extensive, ranging from
43,000 to 55,000.
Demand for student accommodation in
Cardiff, Liverpool and Newcastle is robust,
with a significant shortfall in purpose-built
student accommodation driving demand
for houses that students can share
exclusively with friends.
Residential property prices remain
attractively valued in the targeted
cities, meaning student houses can be
purchased at a minimum gross yield of 7%.
Once refurbished, each house will achieve
at least 20% rental uplift in the immediate
term, with gross yields targeted to be as
high as 10% by the end of 2022
(portfolio exit).

Underpinned by strong fundamentals
Demand for student housing is expected
to continue to outstrip supply, with the
UK’s chronic lack of housing stock further
underpinning the opportunity.
Student numbers in the UK are projected
to continue trending upwards. The UK’s
globally renowned universities continue
to appeal to both domestic and
international students.
By 2030, it is estimated that UK higher
education providers will need to
offer an additional 300,000 full-time
undergraduate places to keep pace with
the existing participation rate.
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Robust plan to realise value
Profits will be used to reinvest in new
houses each year, increasing the size of
the overall portfolio from its initial target
of £15 million.
Upon exit, this multi-property portfolio
is likely to command a higher price per
property than each single property might
alone since it will appeal to institutional
investors.
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There is increasing demand from UK
institutional investors for investments
backed by housing. Student
accommodation is favoured due to its
rising income streams.

“

This high yielding investment in strong locations can
deliver a growing income return. It also offers strong
capital growth potential through the creation of a
portfolio of scale which will appeal to institutional
buyers once the time comes to exit.
Dominic Wright – Group CEO, Riverside Capital

Examples of the high quality of student housing that will be created.

Key facts and figures

Number of student houses
Approximately 30

Targeted Locations
Offers have already been made on 14 student houses in
Liverpool for a total cost of £6.5 million. It is anticipated
that these will be secured by mid November 2018.
Another £8.5 million will be invested in student houses
in Cardiff and Newcastle.

Yield
Houses will be income producing at purchase at gross
yields of 7% or higher, with the opportunity to increase
rents by 20% through active asset management
and refurbishment.
Targeted gross yield on exit of 10%.

Cost
£17.5 million in total of which £15.0 million portfolio of
student houses and £2.5 million transaction fees and
working capital.

Funding
£10 million equity raise
£7.5 million bank loan

About Riverside Capital
At Riverside Capital we understand that every opportunity is different.
We never consider generalities; instead we focus on the specifics
of location, property and tenant to identify assets that can deliver
exceptional returns, regardless of the ups and downs of the UK
property market.
Direct property investment
We seek out commercially-timed opportunities to invest directly into
UK property assets on a deal-by-deal basis.
Outstanding returns
Since 2010, we have completed over £1.3bn* in transactions and have
delivered an average 1.73x* equity return to investors on all exits.
Asset management expertise
Many of our deals are ‘off-market’ opportunities that are not available
to the broader market. We advise in the purchase of every asset we take
to our investors, and then manage these assets to deliver income and
capital growth.
Exit stories from these opportunities can be found at:
www.rivercap.co.uk/track-record
*
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Important note: This document does not constitute an offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of an
offer to purchase or subscribe for, any shares in the company. The document is intended for recipients whom the
person making the communication believes on reasonable grounds to be eligible investors in accordance with
the rules of the FCA Handbook. This document and its contents are confidential. It is being supplied to you solely
for your information and may not be reproduced, further distributed to any other person or published, in whole or
in part, for any purpose. Recipients of this document who intend to apply for shares in the company following the
publication of Scheme and Supplemental Particulars in final form relating to the company are reminded that any
such application may only be made on the basis of the information contained in such Scheme and Supplemental
Particulars, which may be different from the information contained in this document. No reliance may be placed
for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in this document or on its completeness. Investment
involves risks, and past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Please note that the
value of investments and income derived may go down as well as up and that you may not get back your original
investment. Please refer to the Scheme and Supplemental Particulars for details, including the risk factors. You
should ensure you fully understand the risks associated with the investment and should also consider your own
investment objective and risk tolerance level. If in doubt, please seek independent financial professional advice
from an authorised person specialising in advising on investments of the kind in question.
Riverside Capital Fund Managers Limited is authorised & regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
(FRN: 697868). Riverside Capital products are marketed in South Africa under the supervision of Global Capital
Solutions (Pty) Limited (“GCS”). GCS is an Authorised Financial Services Provider in terms of the Financial
Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, No. 37 or 2002.
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